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Project
products

1. Online Catalogue
compiling the most
relevant digital learning

About the project

tools in partners’ countries
2. A didactical and a

Nowadays the learning activities are no longer related to to the traditional

technical report of the

face-to-face classroom training and the second language trainers need to

tools in the online

adapt to these different settings.Technology is changing the way our

catalogue

society works. It offers us new opportunities and gives us access to

3. 5 examples on how to

sources we could have never imagined before.
Unfortunately, our education system is not flexible enough to apply all
these free opportunities. In most of the cases it is very hard for trainers to

use the tools for language
training
4. First testing stage
5. 5 new tools for

adapt their teaching plans to their learners’ needs. Many trainers find they

language teaching

do not have the necessary skills or time to adapt material to different

6. Second testing stage

methods of learning.

7. Final online guidebook

This project aims to solve these problems by creating a reference guide for
language trainers that will help them to acquire or improve their ICT skills.
The guidebook will show language trainers in a simple and understandable
way how to effectively apply modern technology in their training thus
providing a more diverse range of learning options.
As a result of the project, trainers will acquire new skills for creating more
flexible training strategies based on the usage of digital learning tools. This
will be a valuable addition to their skill set and enhance options for career
development.

Project partners

First partners meeting

Iberika Group (coordinator), based in Berlin since 1996, is a
private non-profit education provider with many years of experience
in language teaching and European projects management.
Danmar Computers LLC (Poland) is a private company operating
in the field of IT and providing vocational training in this field.
RUNI Center (Bulgaria) founded in 1996 is and educational center
working in three main fields – formal education, non-formal
education and working on national and international projects.
Active Citizens Partnership (Greece) is an NGO with extensive
experience to design and support programs that address
contemporary training and social needs at national and European

The first partner meeting under MALL GUIDE
project took place on the 15th and 16th
October 2015 in Berlin, Germany. During it
partners were introduced to the general
concept, aims and the results that are going
to be produced within the project. The
participants in the meeting discussed the
development of the intellectual outputs,
especially the first three of them. The working
plans for the preparation of those outputs
were defined and partners distributed their

level.

specific tasks and responsibilities.

Dacorum CVS (working name Community Action Dacorum) (UK) is

It was decided that the next partner meeting

an NGO which delivers at a local level a range of services to meet

will be in Greece on 13th and 14th April 2016.

the needs of local community groups and individuals.

https://www.facebook.com/MallGuideProject/
http://mall-guide.eu
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